ORENBURG STATE MEDICAL ACADEMY

Medical Institute Chkalov (now The Orenburg State Medical Academy) was established in 1944. Doctors Improvement school was opened (now it's referred to as Department of post-graduate coaching for specialists), student's hostel № three and canteen were in-built 1985. The institute continuing its development in 1990-s, new departments, like Department of upper medical care and Department of preventive care, were opened. The Orenburg State Medical Academy opened three new departments in 2002 (Dental, Pharmaceutical, Department of clinical psychology) and have become a better institution with eight departments.

These days 555 members of scientific and staff work on the Academy, there square measure ninety three Doctors of medication and 298 Associates of medication among them. The Academy unites eight departments within the following directions: medical specialty, Paediatrics, Preventive care, psychotherapy, Dentistry, Pharmacy, medical care and Department of post-graduate coaching for specialists. 56 chairs, preliminary courses for coming into the Academy, internship, residency, post-graduate coaching and better academic degree, four thesis committees, scientific and innovative center of analysis coordination, the clinic, the laboratory of digital instructional technologies, instructional simulation center and different structural subdivisions.

During 6 years of training, the students will learn an extensive program of 54 subjects in medical faculty and Training takes place in 47 departments of the faculty and courses in which more than 300 professors, associate professors and Doctors teaches student. Basics of the human body and the functioning of the body, The basics of Pathology etc. Faculty students perceive in the walls of the three theoretical buildings of Academy, familiarise with the disease, and the first steps in the treatment of patients at the largest hospital in the city and the region. Here students get their first medical experience and learn the achievements of modern medicine.

Consolidated training of specialists is carried out by the Academy and all medico-prophylactic institutions of the Orenburg region, as well as Russian Federal Consumer Rights Protection and Human Health Control Service in Orenburg region and its territorial subdivisions, Federal State- Funded Healthcare Institution "The center of hygiene and epidemiology in Orenburg region".
Hostels

There are three hostels at the academy: No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3. First they were opened in 1961, 1964 and 1981 correspondingly. And they became the second home for young people who came from different corners of the country. Nowadays more than 900 people live in these hostels. All favourable conditions are created in the hostels: rooms for organization and running of events, sports areas, household rooms with all necessary equipment, personal hygiene rooms, libraries, Internet. International students enrolled at OSU, within the international government agreements of the Russian Federation, are provided with university accommodations on the same general terms as students from the Russian Federation.

LIBRARY

Scientific Library of Orenburg State Medical Academy today is: Foundation library of over 400,000 books, which is disclosed via traditional and electronic catalogues. The electronic catalogue, there are about 60 thousand bibliographic records. Every year, the library is filled with more than 6000 copies of documents. For readers submitted more than 200 names of local periodicals.
Branched structure: 5 departments, 3 subscription, three reading rooms, lounge directory hall access to electronic resources and electronic catalogues, which serves more than 20 thousand readers. Integrated automation of library processes based IRBIS - 64. Implemented modules: cataloguing, book providing search. Work is underway to create an electronic library system OrGMA. Every year the library organizes more than 260 thematic and virtual book exhibitions and exhibition views of the new literature. Organizes and conducts more than 30 events: meetings with doctors, faculty academy, readers' conferences, round tables, meetings with writers and poets of Orenburg.

STUDENT LIFE

SPORTS CLUB

Sports Club is an educational and training structural division Medical University OrGMA Russian Ministry of Health.
The main objective of the sports club - the organization and improvement of sports activities with students, promoting healthy lifestyles and improving sports skills.
The objectives of the club are:

- creation of a network of sports asset in all faculties of the Academy;
- establishment and training of teams of students, faculty and staff of the Academy in various sports, to participate in competitions of various levels;
- holding sports events, competitions among students, faculty and staff of the Academy;
- education of students of high volitional, physical and moral qualities;
- preserving and strengthening the health of students, faculty and staff of the Academy;
- development of basic sports to enhance their role in promoting health and physical perfection Academy students;
- improving the training of qualified student-athletes;
- social protection of the rights and interests of student-athletes;
- promote sports at the Academy;
- infrastructure and logistical sports facilities of the Academy;
- formation of students' needs for physical improvement and healthy lifestyles.

MBBS/MD Fee Structure For English Medium 6 Year

Tuition Fees & other: 4250 US $ First Year (Approx)
Medical: 140 US $ Yearly (Approx)
Hostel Fees: 720 US $ Yearly (Approx)

For more information visit: www.canbedoctor.com